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FEATURED

SAUDI’S 
SPORTSWOMEN
These four women are changing how we understand fitness in Saudi, one kick, box, run and 
race at a time. 

Fitness is changing for women in Saudi. From its own understated running clubs (check 
out Jeddah Run Collective and Nike Run Collective), to its opening of female-only gyms, 
to its fi rst female-only marathon hosted in early March 2018, things are shifting. Here 
four Saudi female athletes discuss what it’s like to be a sportswoman in Saudi – from 

trials to victories and everything in between. Words: Sarah Zakzouk
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SAJA KAMAL                                                                                                                                                   

Saja Kamal, a 28-year-old Saudi female footballer, was born in 
London and raised in Saudi. Growing up, football was defi nitely 
frowned upon for women in Saudi, explains Saja. “[Yet] my father 
never seemed to let those local norms get in the way of how he 
chose to raise his daughters. He was a huge believer of sports and 
made sure his daughters didn’t miss out on such hobbies just 
because other Saudi women weren’t allowed.”

Saja has represented Saudi Arabia as a footballer in twelve 
countries, and although she was not recognised locally or 
formally on paper, representing her country is what has kept her 
motivated as an athlete. She has also broken a Guinness World 
Record for the world’s highest altitude game played by any 
gender at the summit of Kilimanjaro. “I was the only Saudi 
woman that played the game and summited the mountain at 
almost 20,000 feet!”

It’s great to get the name out there, but what about the 
recognition as a professional athlete? The Saudi sportswomen I 
spoke to expressed their ambition to see Saudi female athletes 
formally recognized, and to be able to play and be paid as 
professional athletes.

“I hope I can live to see the day that a Saudi national team for 
women is formed for all the various sports out there, and we can 
compete respectfully nationally, as well as all over the world,” 
says Saja. 

“I get a lot of criticism, but I’ve learned to brush off all these 
false claims and harassment, because I have a bigger message. It 
only fuels me to push harder to reach my goal for women in Saudi 
Arabia and the sports scene in all of the GCC.”

HALAH AL HAMRANI                                                                                                          

Halah Al Hamrani is a 41-year-old Saudi female boxer. Born in 
the US and raised in Jeddah, Halah has experienced the 
evolution of the sports scene in Saudi, and she’s one of the key 
women leading the female fi tness industry in the Kingdom.

“I’m driven by my passion; it’s the fi re that keeps me going,” 
she says. “I feel that I am responsible for this sport, seeing as I am 
the fi rst one to be presenting it to the country for ladies.”

Halah’s martial arts background began at the age of 12 with 
karate, then spanned Muay Thai (in the US) and kickboxing. Her 
fi rst gym was based in her parents’ house. Today, although she’s a 
prominent KSA trainer, a lot of Halah’s role is about education – 
a lot of Saudi women simply aren’t familiar with these sports. 
And so Halah has launched workshops introducing Saudi women 
to kickboxing, as well as offering instructor training courses for 
women wanting to become instructors themselves. 

The licensing of female-only gyms in 2017 was a huge step for 
the country, one that opened up a huge market for health and 
fi tness in Saudi. But why did it take so long? Halah answers by 
pointing to a memory of the fi rst female-only gym opening in the 
1980s. “My mother used to go to it. It was a really cool gym; at that 
time aerobics was popular - a sort of Jane Fonda style workout.” 
Yet over time, the women’s fi tness scene moved into the private 
sector, and women began setting up gyms in their homes. 
Licensing required considerable paperwork and prerequisites, 
including an in-house physiotherapist and ambulance on hand. 
Like much in Saudi, the legistation around this has started 
changing. “Because boxing and kickboxing are considered such 
male dominant sports, it’s so much of a responsibility to show 
that women are capable of feeling empowered,” says Halah. 
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AL-BATOOL BAROOM                                                                                                        

Al-Batool Baroom is a 36-year-old Saudi runner who was born in 
Jeddah, lived in the US, then returned home. With a Bachelors in 
computer science and a Masters from Harvard University, Batool 
started as a consultant. Today, this Harvard-educated ex-
consultant manages her family business, working as the 
commercial director of Studio55. This local fi tness startup for 
females in Saudi is one of the fi rst gyms to obtain the license. 

Batool’s passion for running began with the Jeddah Running 
Collective (JRC).  “JRC is a collective; it’s non-exclusive, and 
open to the community regardless of race, religion, gender, 
fi tness level or background,” she says. “There are no fees, barriers 
to entry, or requirements.” Yet there’s still more work to be done. 
“I would love to see more professional opportunities and more 
resources - like coaches, funding and venues, and to see more 
Saudis participating in international races.”

As for women running in abayas down the street? This rare 
sight is unusual, Batool acknowledges. “But I have received some 
very kind and encouraging words from complete strangers. Of 
course you also get the occasional shocked faces.”

The recent focus on hijabi athletes was championed by Nike’s 
Pro Hijab campaign in December, and this was a message felt on 
a global scale. Locally, Batool points to a historic shift. “They 
might be small steps in the eyes of the world, but they mark big 
leaps for our nation!”  

NAJIA ALFADL                                                                                                                                          

Najia Alfadl is a 21-year-old Saudi/Cuban/Filipina calisthenics 
coach raised in Saudi. In 2014, as a student with no experience in 
sports, she took up fl agboxing. She now holds a WCO Calisthenics 
L1 qualifi cation and heads up a calisthenics division. 

“I’m happy to promote health and represent a Saudi female in 
sports,” says Najla when talking through the shift towards 
openness in sport. “It’s rewarding to be a part of it, and I was 
fortunate to have joined at a time when reforms were happening. 
Thankfully, social stigma about women in sports is now replaced 
with empowerment.”

It’s all very well having women talking about female 
empowerment, but is the women’s sports scene in KSA actually 
changing and evolving to be more supportive, more inclusive? 
“Yes and it’s been remarkable!” says Najia. “I must say, 2017 was 
the year for women. We went from not being able to obtain gym 
licenses, not having physical education at girls’ schools, to 
basically being pushed into the fi tness industry. People really 
want to see Saudi women excel, participate and compete not only 
nationally but internationally, in the Olympics and the Crossfi t 
Games.” 

The vision is strong, it’s empowering, but Najla has faced 
criticism along the way. “There are people who don’t agree with 
my style of training. Some have told me that my muscles are 
unfeminine and look disgusting. The thing is, overall health is my 
greatest push; it’s as simple as that. It’s not only about what my 
body looks like, but how it performs and what it can do.” 

PRINCESS REEMA

The woman championing this shift is Saudi philanthropist and entrepreneur, Princess Reema bint Bandar Al Saud who was appointed in 2016 to Vice 
President for Women’s Aff airs of the General Sports Authority in Saudi Arabia, heading up its very fi rst female committee. And it’s safe to say that she 
has certainly shaken things up – putting the emphasis very much on health and fi tness for men and women alike. 


